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The coming months are going to 
be like something we have never 
experienced before, with multiple 
crises all unfolding at the same time. 
Unions need to be up for the fi ght 
because the outlook is unimaginably 
bleak. 

14.5 million people are living in poverty. 
Millions are already struggling. Once 
the January energy price rise comes 
into effect, it’s predicted that 39 
million people will be in fuel poverty, a 
staggering 54% of the country. This level 
of suffering in one of the richest nations 
on earth is unconscionable. 

So why are things so bad and going to 
get much worse? The answer is simple: 
a relentless attack on people’s living 
standards by successive Conservative 
governments. Billions of pounds have 
been slashed from the welfare state, 
public services and housing. On top of 
this, pay has stagnated and millions of 
workers haven’t had a real-terms pay rise 
for over ten years.

It was working-class people who paid 
the price for the 2008 banking crisis and 
it will be an injustice if the fallout of the 
crises-ridden last few years sees the 
same thing happen again. After being 

battered by austerity for more than 
a decade and now abandoned by the 
government at a time of crisis, workers 
are saying enough is enough.

The insulting pay offers put forward by 
employers and their pay review bodies 
fall way short of what’s needed during a 
time of double-digit infl ation and have 
been roundly rejected by unions. Couple 
this with further assaults on terms and 
conditions and it’s no surprise there’s 
already been a wave of strike action 
across the country, with workers from 
the public and private sectors taking a 
stand. More unions are balloting their 
members at the moment or will be doing 
so very soon, including my union PCS. 

The attacks are on every front and 
they’re never-ending. That’s why PCS is 

holding a national statutory ballot on the 
issue of pay, pensions, redundancy pay 
and job cuts. Our demands are for the 
government to not only shield members 
from the impact of the cost of living crisis 
but to compensate them for the decades-
long onslaught on their living standards. 

The situation in other unions will be 
similar and we all need to channel this 
anger into a joint campaign across the 
public and private sectors that can win 
for members. 

We can share ideas and tactics on how to 
organise, and how beat the government’s 
anti-trade union legislation and we can 
discuss where joint-up, targeted action 
can have the biggest impact. 

Now is the time for the TUC and the 
unions within it to be bold and radical.

The following months will be decisive 
for our movement as we build a 
campaign against a backdrop of an 
unprecedented crisis for our members. 
The consequences if we don’t get this 
right will be disastrous. Now more than 
ever, we need to come together, fi ght 
and win.

• This piece was originally published at 
LabourOutlook.org

Mark Serwotka, PCS

Resist the Tory Offensive - For Socialist Solutions to the Crisis
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The Tories have always held trade unions 
in contempt, as we empower workers 
to stand together to demand better 
and support them doing so, which goes 
against their ethos of helping the rich get 
richer and the working class ‘knowing 
their place’.

This new round of restrictions is nothing 
more than the Tories fl exing their 
muscles in an attempt to remind working 
people who are in charge.

They are focusing on making strike action 
more diffi  cult and supporting employers 
to strike bust, after increasing the powers 
of the Certifi cation Offi  cer in what we can 
only presume is an attempt to strangle 
trade unions fi nancially, 

These anti union laws are a priority for 
the Tories rather than supporting people 
struggling with the cost of living. Yet the 
reality is working people are worrying 
about what is to come when the true 
cost of the energy price hike is felt, and 
are being pushed further into poverty, 
often relying on foodbanks and charity to 
survive. Many are starving.

In the court of public opinion though, the 
Tories are well off the mark with this new 
round of trade union restrictions.

Public support is increasing for unions 
taking action, and will continue to do so 

as workers fi ght back, win better wages 
terms and conditions and continue to 
smash the restrictions in place.

What the Tories need to start realizing is 
that they may be in Government, but we 
are 6 million working people strong and 
growing - and we are the powerful ones.

Keep Organising, Keep Agitating, Keep 
Winning - most importantly keep 
standing in Solidarity with each other!

We are currently at a pivotal moment 
in the health service, as our unions 
begin to ballot on pay.

Before Parliament rose for the 

summer, the government announced 
they would be imposing a pay award 
of £1400 to all staff on ‘agenda for 
change’ contracts. In percentage terms 
this of course varies dependent on 
grading, but with infl ation running at 
around 10% it represents another real 
terms pay cut for everyone.

This imposed pay cut will intensify the 
staffi  ng crisis when parts of the NHS 
are suffering unprecedented pressure, 
with over 100,000 vacancies.

Hospitals now have food banks for 
staff, some hand out welfare packages 
and a hospital near me is offering staff 
access to donated school uniforms.

Patients are also suffering. Almost 7 
million sit on waiting lists, and staff are 
struggling to offer patient care at the 
standard which we would all expect. 

Our health unions are consulting 
members on next steps with RCN 
and Unison announcing that they 
will go straight to strike ballot. We’ve 
been encouraging all health workers 
to call cross union meetings in their 
workplace to discuss the pay award 
and how they can organise to get the 
vote out. 

Enough is enough!

• Follow NHS Workers Say No at 
twitter.com/NurseSayNO 

The Brazilian election takes place on 
October 2nd, presenting the biggest 
fi ght against the far-right globally in a 
critical election for Brazil, Latin America 
and the globe. 

The now notorious president Jair 
Bolsonaro is trailing a distant second in 
the polls to former Brazilian Workers’ 
Party (PT) President and former trade 
union leader Lula da Silva, who’s term 
in offi  ce brought in ground-breaking 
poverty reduction programs and an 
unprecedented push for equality. 
When I visited a PT event last year, 
I saw fi rst-hand how Brazil’s unions, 
social movements and the left were 
gearing up for this enormous battle.

In response to his poor polling, 

Bolsonaro is ramping up threats and 
smears against the electoral system 
and Brazilian democracy itself. From a 
man who has claimed that “only god” 
can remove him power these threats 
must be taken seriously. 

We’ve seen a disturbing rise in political 
violence against Lula’s supporters 
and the murder of PT offi  cial Marcelo 
Arruda. We must do all we can to 
ensure that the results of the election 
are respected and stand in solidarity 
with Lula and the resistance against 
Bolsonaro.

• Ask  your MP to stand in solidarity 
with the people of Brazil at 
brazilsolidarity.eaction.online/
solidaritywithBrazil2022 

Resist Truss & 
co’s anti-trade 
union laws 

Solidarity with 
Lula in Brazil

Sarah Woolley, BFAWU
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